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University
offers health
plan choice
by Connell Barrett
associate editor
Beginning Jan. 1, 1994, a restructured University health care plan
will be in effect, one that gives employees eligible for health care the
opportunity to choose any of three different plans, the Board of
Trustees announced Friday.
An ad hoc group of University administrators refined input from
the University's Health Care Task Force and after a year's work produced the three-option plan, approved by the Board of Trustees.
All three health care plans provide the same coverage, but with
alternative deductibles, co-insurance and maximum out-of-pocket
levels. Employees choosing a more costly plan will have to pay higher
premiums.
This will allow employees to adjust their plans to their needs, said
Jim Morris, benefits manager for the University and a member of
both the task force and the ad hoc group.
"There will be some options... that each employee can use," Morris
said. "The contribution requirement will be different [for each plan].
If you elect a plan with a lesser payment level, your coverage would
be less."
Bob Martin, vice president for operations, stresses the importance
of giving employees a choice.
"What we're trying to do... Is change our plan to one with more participation," Martin said. "We offer three different plans so employees can choose. They can go to a third option," instead of having
to pick one health plan or none at all.
Employees satisfied with the present system will find little difference in the first of the three options.
"Plan I is essentially the same as the current plan," University
Treasurer Gaylyn Finn. The most expensive, it continues the current
first dollar coverage plan, except for four changes which are expected to save $284,000.
The four main alterations: changing the prescription drug plan
($91,000); replacing current vision plan with an optional vision plan
covered by employee premium contributions ($68,000); capping mental health and substance dependency, starting an employee assistance program, and utilization review ($85,000); and capping chiropractic care ($40,000).
Plan II, second most expensive, is comprehensive, all benefits being paid at 80 percent of reasonable and customary (R&C) after a calendar year deductible of $100 per individual. The most out-of-pocket
per covered individual for a calendar year would be $1,000 for charges not exceeding R&C.
Plan III, the least expensive, is a comprehensive plan, very similar
to the second package. It is combined with a primary care program
and offers higher deductibles and out-of-pocket maximum levels;
therefore, it requires the lowest amount of premiums.
The University's new and improved plan is just the first step in
tackling an extremely large problem, Finn said.
"Health care costs continue to go up," he said. "If we don't take action to help slow that increase, the cost for both the University and
the employees [will keep going up]... We need to start gaining control
of the costs. We're making the initial moves. It's a very complex issue."
How much the plans would cost would not be known until September, but additional information will be available in the near future,
Finn said.
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About 1,200 bikers rode this weekend to raise money for the
National Multiple Sclerosis Society In the annual Bike to the Bay
fund-raiser this weekend. The ISO-mile, two-day trip went from

Iraqis retaliate weekend attack
by Mona Ziade
The Associated Press
Iraqi anti-aircraft guns were
fired Tuesday at an unidentified
target over Baghdad as the
government-controlled media
predicted a showdown with the
United States after a weekend
missile attack on Iraq's intelligence headquarters.
Iraqi Information Ministry
officials, reached by telephone
from Amman, Jordan, said the
anti-aircraft fire was heard
throughout the city early Tuesday afternoon.
Insisting on anonymity, one of
the officials said there were reports "an Iraqi reconnaissance
plane or a fighter jet" had been
hit by mistake. He said no confirmation of that report was im-

but 28 percent said it could lead
to more bloodshed.
Rush hours:
After Saturday's bombing,
Local businesses offer a con- the poll found SO percent of
servative haven to listen to
those surveyed approved of
radio talk show host Rush Lim- Clinton's overall job performbaugh and escape the "liberal
ance. Last week, his approval
enclave."
rating was 39 percent.
The telephone poll was conQ See page seven.
ducted before and after the
bombing. From June 21-24,
1,323 Americans were surBC's summer bar scene:
veyed; 622 of the same individGrab a stool and belly up to
the bar to find what local night- uals were interviewed again
after the attack.
spots have on tap for the off
season.
Stupid Ratings Tricks:
NEW YORK - His last day on
Q See page seven.
the job at NBC, David Letterman got a nice raise - In ratings.
Friday's "Late Night" finale,
Outside Campus
with Bruce Springsteen and
Iraqi bombing boosts Clin- Tom Hanks, got roughly double
ton's popularity:
Letterman's usual audience,
NEW YORK - President
according to preliminary A.C.
Clinton's decision to bomb
Nielsen Co. figures released
Iraq's intelligence headquarMonday.
ters in Baghdad boosted his apIn 29 markets representing
proval rating on foreign affairs 50.7 percent of all TV homes,
and leadership, a New York
Letterman got a 7.4 rating and a
Times-CBS poll showed.
27 share. Each rating point
The poll, published in the
equals 472,108 households. The
newspaper today, found that
share is the percentage of TV
two-thirds of the Americans
sets in use that are tuned to a
surveyed said they supported
particular show.
the weekend strike, and six of
10 approved of Clinton's overNational figures will be
all handling of Iraq.
released Thursday.
Sixty-one percent of those
Letterman's new CBS show
surveyed agreed that the
premieres Aug. 30. "Late
bombing was a "good idea" to
Night" reruns will air on NBC
teach Saddam Hussein a lesson, through the summer.

military took any such action.
mediately available.
The Iraqi media today kept up
The Iraqi officials said they did
not know what provoked the Saddam's defiant line and told
gunners to fire. But the incident the Iraqis to prepare for a new,
underscored the tension gripping long confrontation.
The Defense Ministry's QuBaghdad since Sunday's U.S.
missile attack that killed eight Qadissiyah newspaper said Iraq
civilians and brought back the ought to strike hard not only
against "the United States, but
horrors of the Gulf War.
Missiles were fired from U.S. also Israeli, Saudi Arabian and
ships in the Red Sea and the Per- Kuwaiti targets all over the
sian Gulf at the Iraqi intelligence world."
center in Baghdad to punish Iraq
The government daily Alfor allegedly planning to assas- Jomhuriya said President Clinton
sinate former President Bush ordered the attack "to compenlast April in Kuwait.
sate for the bankruptcy of his
U.S. analysts say they doubt domestic and foreign policies
that Saddam Hussein's ability to after he failed to remedy the eccarry out terrorism suffered onomic situation at home and ran
more than a temporary setback.
into great trouble in Somalia.
Clinton, it said, "knows very
Iraq has vowed to retaliate, and
the United States has warned it well that the months ahead will
will respond in kind if Saddam's be filled with trouble for his

troops abroad, here [in the gulf],
in Africa and everywhere."
For Saddam's government, the
attack on its intelligence headquarters before dawn Sunday
ended any hope of improved relations with the Clinton administration.
The attack also could hurt U.S.
standing in the Muslim world. Islamic nations, including countries that stood with Washington
during the war, questioned Washington for punishing Iraq while
the West has done little to help
outgunned Bosnian Muslims in
their fight against Serb aggression.
Earlier today, the U.S. aircraft
carrier Theodore Roosevelt entered the Suez Canal en route to
the Red Sea to strengthen American naval power.

Fireworks laws, restrictions
important for safe holiday

Briefly
Inside the News

Scott Park in Toledo to Port Clinton High School and back. About
60 percent of the money raised will stay locally In Toledo with the
rest going to the national chapter.

Another lucky Monday:
COLUMBUS - The police
chief used his service weapon
to shoot a man who allegedly
tried to break into his home,
police said Tuesday.'
Kirk Marshall Banks Jr., 24,
of Columbus, was charged with
aggravated attempted burglary
for attempting to enter Chief
James Jackson's house late
Monday, said Sgt. Wallace Rushin.
"I don't believe he knew it
was the chief's home. I don't
think he would have tried that
if he knew it was," Rushin said.
Pure coincidence:
MIAMI-Roy Black, the
lawyer who won the acquittal
of William Kennedy Smith on
rape charges, is dating one of
the jurors in the case.
Black said his relationship
with Lea Haller began a year
after the 1991 trial when the
two "bumped into each other."
Black, 48, and Haller have
been an item ever since.
"We certainly had no romantic interest during the trial," he
said.
Black knew plenty about the
39-year-old owner of a cosmetics company. Before the trial,
she filled out a detailed juror
questionnaire.
Compiled from staff and wire
reports.

by Ginger Phillips
staff writer
The Fourth of July is a time for
Americans to celebrate their independence - and what better
way to do it than with the powerful sounds and spectacular sights
of fireworks.
This tradition can be enjoyable
for everbody. That is, as long as
people are not breaking the law.
According to Capt. Thomas Votava of the Bowling Green Police
Division, most fireworks are not
legal in Ohio.
"It depends on the content of
powder," he said.
Votava said cap guns, sparklers and the small exploding
packets children throw down all
have a low powder content that
can be set off by anyone.
However, other fireworks with
a higher powder content can only
be set off by someone with a
permit by the state. He also said
the sale of high powder content
fireworks is illegal without a
permit.
"There are stores that sell
fireworks. They are supposedly
'wholesale' warehouses of fireworks," Votava said.
These stores get around legalities by having customers sign a
paper saying they will not set
them off in the State of Ohio
without a permit, he said.
John Miller, owner of statelicensed Miller Firework Novelty

Co. in Toledo, said his store sells
many different types of fire- "Actually [illegal
works including vestibal balls, fireworks use] seems to
artillery shells and Roman candles. Some are not for Ohio use be going down in
but can still be used if the pur- nature. Our officers will
chaser intends to take them into a
state where fireworks are legal. be busy answering those
"Every time a customer pur- calls but hopefully it
chases, they must sign a release
form," he said. "To my know- won't be anything
ledge once they '-^gn it I accept overwhelming"
the fact that they are taking them
Capt. Thomas Votava,
out of the state."
For those people who choose to Bowling Green assistant
set off fireworks without a perpolice chief
mit, there are consequences.
Votava said in Bowling Green
consequences will be up to the Main St., Uhlmans, 139 S. Main
officer responding to complaints St., Will Mart, 1120 S. Main St.
of noise and may include confis- and GTE, 160 W. Wooster St.
cation, a warning or possibly a ciThe event will take place Suntation.
day, July 4, at the University InVotava said he does not expect tramural field south of the Doyt
a problem with illegal fireworks L. Perry Stadium. According to
Joan Gordon, executive director
this year.
of the Chamber of Commerce,
the 25-minute display will begin
"Actually the problem seems as soon as it gets dark.
to be going down in nature," he
said. "Our officers will be busy
Gordon said the show will be
answering those calls but hope- worthwhile with a fabulous
fully it won't be anything over- finale.
whelming."
"It's the most expensive fireFor those Individuals who want works display Bowling Green has
to legally enjoy the holiday, the ever had," she said. "For the
city and the Chamber of Com- money, we're buying the best."
merce have planned a display
with help from Mid American
The rain date is set for July 5,
National Bank & Trust Co., 222 S. at the same place and time.
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-An Independent Student VoiceEditorial Board
Eileen McNamara
editor-in-chief
Kimberly Larson
managing editor

Connell Barrett
associate editor

Short-attention
span editorials
As it sometimes happens, we at The News cannot
decide what topic to discuss, and this leads to
the ever-popular fragmented editorial. Enjoy.
*•*

As the groups of young hopefuls and their parents
tour the campus for pre-registration, it makes us
remember that time when we, too, thought all was
beautiful in the land of BG, and the phrase "We
Care" did not evoke a snide chuckle.
Once the bursar receives the final payment -- an
oxymoron if we've ever heard one - for the semester's general fees and tuition, you'll never get any
University office employee to smile at you again.
Forget about parking within a one-mile radius of
your destination. And helpful residence hall staffs?
Yeah, and we have a non-man-made hill within the
city limits of Bowling Green we'd like to show you.
The University has a lot to offer, though, too -friendly students, quality professors and, of course,
a great campus newspaper. And those of the pre-reg
masses will hear all about those things during the
day-and-a-half public relations fest. We also want to
remind you of the impossibility of always receiving
personal attention and service when you're one of
about 14,000.
We just wanted to do our part to lessen the rude
awakening that usually hits the first-year students
around early October. We care too, you know. Just
don't park in our space.
• **
Last Friday, the Board of Trustees unveiled the restructured health care plan for the eligible employees here at the University. The beauty of the
new deal is its offering of a choice.
The existing plan has no alternative. If you work
for the school, and you don't want the University's
coverage, then you can find something else. But beginning in January, the employees get a choice of
three -- one much like the present plan and two
stripped down, more affordable packages.
To fix health care on a national or local basis, costs
have to be secured. The first of many steps to health
care control is to work out a good system at home
first, and then take on the doctors, hospitals, etc.
Though the final numbers aren't in, the plan looks
good so far. Let's hope Hillary can come up with her
own plan for national care.
• *•
Ahh, the joys of summer ... the warm breeze rustling through the trees, the balmy, carefree nights
and, of course, the absent-minded (or maybe just
foolishly brave) biyclists swerving into the paths of
cars.
It's a little unnerving, to say the least, when a cyclist pulls out into the middle of the street and rides
in the middle of the lane, pretending to be a car. It
just doesn't work, and it can only cause accidents.
The BG News Staff
Tim Norman
photo editor
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Bush not worth attack on Iraq
On Saturday, 23 Tomahawk
Cruise missiles were launched
from U.S. warships stationed in
the Red Sea and Persian Gulf.
Their target: the Iraqi intelligence sevicc's headquarters in
Baghdad.
But perhaps I should start at
the beginning.
Last April, Mr. Bush, leader of
the U.S.-led alliance in the Persian Gulf in 1991, was invited to
Kuwait to commemorate the destruction of Iraq and the deaths
of tens of thousands of its defenseless civilians. Needless to say,
Mr. Bush wouldn't have missed
the event for the world.
However, shortly after the
former president's arrival, Kuwaiti security forces arrested 17
suspects in connection with an alleged plot to blow Mr. Bush to
smithereens with a car bomb.
From the start, the Kuwaiti
government maintained they had
concrete evidence the plot was
masterminded by the Iraqi intelligence service. When these allegations were reported to Congress, conservatives from both
parties suggested that the U.S.
retaliate by bombing Iraq.
Without fanfare, that's exactly
what happened last Saturday.
But like so many of our
government's recent misadventures, the more one scrutinizes
this latest escapade, the more it
reminds one of Alice's observation about Wonderland: "Curiouser and curiouser."
For example, why did George
Bush risk journeying to within
several hundred miles of Iraq,
when he was the one responsible
for ordering the destruction of
the country's infrastructure
which resulted in the deaths of at
least 70,000 Iraqi women and
children?

JOHN
BERNARD
George Bush visiting Kuwait is
the moral equivalent of Dr.
Mengele - the mad Nazi doctor
of Auschwitz - visiting Israel
just after the Holocaust. If indeed there was a plot to kill Bush
-- and that has not yet been proven - the former president is
solely to blame for placing himself at risk.

George Bush visiting
Kuwait is the moral
equivalent of Dr.
Mengele ~ the mad
Nazi doctor of
Auschwitz — visiting
Israel just after the
Holocaust.
In a recent article Mr. Clinton
stated, "there is compelling evidence that there was a plot to assassinate former president Bush
and that this plot was...directed
and pursued by the Iraqi intelligence service," (The Toledo
Blade , June 27, 1993). No
reasonable person would disagree with the contention that
someone who plots to kill U.S. citizens ought to be tried in a court
of law and punished if found
guilty. But Where's the "compell-

When analyzing a crime, one of
the first questions investigators
ask is 'Who profitted?' The same
question applies here. Would the
Iraqis, who are desperate for aid
from the West to rebuild their
country's infrastructure, jeopardize their chances of obtaining
that aid by killing Bush? Perhaps.
However, the Kuwaitis certainly have many reasons - not
the least of which is revenge - to
embarass Iraq by faking an assassination attempt The Kuwaitis have claimed the captured
car bomb proved Iraqi sponsorship of the plot because the design was very similar to other
explosive devices used by Iraqi
forces in the Gulf massacre.
Let's not forget the Kuwaitis
could easily have duplicated the
design of those Iraqi explosives
when making a car bomb.
It may be a coincidence, but it
so happens this military action
which several senators described
as "decisive" and "showing
leadership" comes at a time
when Mr. Clinton's popularity
ratings have sunk to record lows.
We all remember what George
Bush did to revive his ratings in
1991.
One last thought: While Mr.
Clinton struggles to enact a plan
to reduce the budget deficit, Saturday's escapade Involved the
use of 23 Cruise missiles plus
support from ships, men and intelligence ~ for a total cost to
American taxpayers of somewhere in the neighborhood of $40
million. Does anyone really believe George Bush is worth that
much?

ing evidence" Mr. Clinton claims
to have?
I may be stretching a bit but I
think I see a pattern beginning to
develop. The Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms (ATF) and
the FBI claimed there was "compelling evidence" for the raid on
the Branch Davidians in Waco yet no evidence has ever been
presented to the American people to support that claim.
Similarly, no credible evidence
has been presented to the American public to support allegations
of an attempt on Mr. Bush's life,
yet it was taxpayers who paid for
the attack on I raq.
Even if such evidence did
exist, it is a basic tenet of our
system of justice that no one can
be their own judge, jury and executioner.
This means any evidence concerning a plot to assassinate
Bush should have been submitted
to the World Court for review.
The Iraqis would then have had
an opportunity to present a defense -- the sacred right of
anyone accused of a crime. If the
World Court determined that
Iraqi intelligence was indeed behind the plot, then the international community could decide
what the appropriate response
John Bernard is a columnist for
should be - instead of triggerThe News.
happy Pentagon war planners.

Pravin Rodrigues/Eric Schmenk
production
The BC News, founded in 1920, is published daily during
the academic year and Wednesdays during the summer
session.
214 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0726
Copyright 1993, The BG News

Respond
Signed letters or columns express the
beliefs of the individual and in no way
represent the opinions of The BG News.
All readers are encouraged to express their
opinions through letters to the editor and
guest columns. Letters should be 200-300
words, typed, and contain the writer's
telephone number, address, class rank,
and major.
Send all submissions to: The BG News, 210
West Hall.

The Editor:
Recently, because of Bowling Green State
University's horrendous decision making
framework, I lost out on $4.50. This may not
seem like much to those who reside at the
top of the hierarchy at the University,
however, to those of us for whom the University exists - namely the students - this is
a bit more than a meager sum.
For this summer term (first part), I am enrolled in nine graduate hours. Based on this
enrollment, I have paid $171 in general fees.
One of the benefits of attending this University is the opportunity to utilize the fine athletic facilities.
On June 1,1 went to Forrest Creason Golf
Course to play a round of golf. I presented
the worker at the club house with my official
student I.D. and official schedule of courses
for this summer term which I received from
the registrar.
I was informed that I would have to pay
the rate charged to the general public, not
the student rate. This decision was made by
the worker in the club house based on the
fact that I had not yet received my validation
sticker. He proceeded to inform me that the

combination of I.D. card and course schedule was not official at the golf course.
I told him that I had presented these same
papers at the library and they were accepted. These papers, while good enough to qualify me to remove materials from the library,
did not qualify me to pay a lower rate at the
golf course. (The amount of $4.50 was determined by student rate for 18 holes from
the rate charged to the gereral public.)
Since that time, I have discussed this problem with three different people at the bursar's office who have informed me that the
I.D. card plus course schedule should have
been sufficient evidence to prove that I was
a student enrolled for this semester.
However, I was also told that some parts of
the University may set up their own criteria
to determine who qualifies as a student.
In this case, the golf course decided on its
own what criteria it would acccept to qualify
a customer as a student. This seems to be a
terrible way in which to make a policy. If
some benefit is to be given to someone because of student status (and not simply because of status, but because of payment of
services through the general fee), then the

way in which the determination of that status takes place should be standardized across
the University.
Certainly an institution with the caliber of
our University should be able to come up
with coordinated standards and regulations
throughout the University. The institution
that accepts one piece of evidence at one
point, but not at another is a schizophrenic
institution.
The problem here is both particular and
general. On the particular level, I have paid
$171 as a general fee, but did not receive the
benefits of paying that sum. One student at
this University has been denied the services
for which he has paid his general fee. This
particular problem Is basically meaningless
except that It reveals a more general problem.
This general problem, as stated above, is
with the policy making procedures at the
University. Whether or not I get the refund
that is due to me will matter little in the
schene of things. The fundamental naws
with this University, however, matter more
than a little.
Steven Engle Graduate Student
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Editorials from across Ohio
Excerpts of recent Ohio editorials of national and statewide interest:
The (Cleveland) Plain Dealer ,
June 27
By approving a rigorous federal budget package last week,
the Senate has advanced the process of deficit reduction.
The Senate's 50-49 vote - requiring Vice President Al Gore to
break a 49-49 tie - sent a reassuring message to the nation's
voters and to the world's financial markets: After a decade of
negligence, Congress and the
White House are finally serious
about deficit reduction.
Don't let anybody fool you by
claiming that the plan is light on
spending cuts. It will enforce a
"hard freeze," with no inflation
allowance, on all domestic programs. It mandates a pay freeze
and force reduction for federal
employees. It tackles the biggest
budget-busters - social "entitlement" programs - by trimming

WHEN AN

OLD

Medicare, Medicaid and Social
Security (but only for upperincome retirees). And the Pentagon will continue to absorb
reasonable cuts.
This is a realistic formula for
deficit restraint.
The (Youngstown) Vindicator,
June 22
Thanks to a federal judge's order, the United States has relented and opened its borders to 27
Haitian refugees, many infected
with the virus that leads to AIDS.
Another 113 are to follow soon.
Why?
Americans are compassionate
people, giving shelter to refugees
and immigrants of all shapes,
color and sizes. Our ethnic diversity is testament to that. But any
society needs a functioning brain
to go with a big heart.
This country makes a concerted effort to give refuge to bona
fide political refugees over and
above those admitted annually
through the quota system set for

each country. But no country is
obliged to admit anyone and
everyone carrying an infectious
disease. Especially one with no
cure. And especially to people
who can't possibly pay their future medical bills.

The Governor's signature on
Ohio House Bill 11 would give
death row inmates a choice between the electric chair and
lethal injection, when all appeals
have been exhausted and a firm
execution date approaches.
It's a reasonable measure, one
Hamilton Journal-News , June that merits the governor's ap20
proval.
It is hard to argue that this is
Is the linkage between Bosnia being soft on crime. Either way,
and Somalia defined solely by the the system delivers death in acword "chaos"? And what is the cordance with the law.
role of the United States in the
The bill retains the electric
midst of this world-class chair as the standard instrument
mayhem?
of death but gives the condemned
The United States has already person another way to go. That's
attempted to intervene in the all.
face of mass starvation in Soma- under United Nations mandate.
lia, with somewhat positive re- The situation is clear - if the
sults.
operation was worthwhile six
Now that the fighting has re- months ago, then it hardly can be
sumed, some might say that the discarded as inappropriate now.
U.S. mission was a failure.
This is a positive response by
The small number of U.S. the United States - acting in controops still involved are there cert with other nations to deal
with world turmoil. We can't go it
The Columbus Dispatch , June alone, but neither should we sit
28
home on the sidelines in silence.
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HOT SUMMER
SPECIALS!

Gain Valuable
Sales Experience
Needed:
12pk

Limit one with this coupon
reg. price $2.69

THE NEW

PILLS N' PACKAGES
111 RAILROAD ST. BG
352-1693
Offer good thru. Thursday July 1 to MondayJuly 5

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
over 500 units with SUPER locations

9 and 12 Month Leases Available

BG News Sales Reps
Requires:
20 hours o week
Sell ond service your own account list
of 30-40 clients
Prospect neuu accounts
Reach and exceed all goals set
Work as a team member of the ad
staff to meet office goals
Help other personnel service clients
Rttend and participate in weekly
sales meetings
Must have a car

STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

For 1993-1994 School Year

354-2260

Fill out an application at
The BG News, 214 West Hall.

(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

Application deadline is August 1,1993
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Combination of friends,
family fun for cyclist tour
by Robin Coe
staff writer
As 2,950 bikers wheeled into
Bowling Green last Tuesday and
spent three nights touring the
town, many residents probably
wondered what made those
thousands of people want to travel SO miles a day throughout
northwest Ohio.
"My brother and my sisters
asked me to," Jim Crum said.
"It's something we do as a family...this is our vacation," said
Crum's wife, Jenny.
Mrs. Crum said the bicyclists
of GOBA share a common bond.
The Crams are four of 250 riders
who have returned for their fifth
year.
"This is something we really
enjoy doing, "she said as her
daughter Jessialynd jumped up
and down, eager to tell her story
about the motorist who would not
stop as she was going across the
street during a red light. The
Crams' son Paul ran off, red with
embarrassment.

Mexican exchange planned
University students to teach English in Guadalajara

parts of this country, according to Shirley Ostler,
assistant professor of English and coordinator for
the Master of Arts in teaching English as a second
"Everyone [of GOBA] looks out He said he thought Bowling
Two University graduate students will leave language [MATSEL].
for everyone,"she said.
Green was a nice city and good next month for Guadalajara, Mexico, where they
"TESL [Teaching of English as a Second LanMrs. Crum said she likes Bowl- host.
will spend the fall semester teaching English to guage] is among the most rapidly growing disciing Green and the accomodations
Second-year GOBA participant students at the Autonomous University of Guada- plines in demand for teachers," she said.
made by the town for GOBA.
Dave Morris said he has not been lajara.
Both French and Meyer will be receiving a $450
"[GOBA] is a very nice family- in Bowling Green since 1980.
Gary French and Mary Katherine Meyer are monthly stipend from the Autonomous University
oriented ride," she said.
"I was surprised how campus both students working towards master's degrees in of Guadalajara as payment for their teaching. This
However, Mrs. Crum said she changed in the last 13 years," English with a specialization in teaching English as will pay for their room and board with the host fawould have enjoyed it more had Morris said. He explained his a second language. They will be living in Guadala- milies. They also received travel grants of $1000
they taken a quicker route to get visit this year with GOBA turned jara with host families until December.
each from the University's International Educahere.
out to be a visit to Wood County
"I've spent a lot of time in the Yucutan, and I tion Committee.
"It seems like they took us Hospital after his daughter, Mi- went into central Mexico," Meyer said.
Many graduates of the TESL program have gone
clear around the world to get chelle Morris, had been in a bicy- "[Guadalajara] is one place where I haven't done on to different countries like China and Korea
here," she said.
cling accident.
much exploring."
after they finished their program, but this is the
Other bikers seemed to agree
"I'm having a great time. I'm
Both students said they are anxious to see south- first time that BGSU students have participated in
that GOBA was an ideal event to ready for next year," she said, ern Mexico and improve their fluency, but there a program like this with Guadalajara
meet many people with a com- despite her bruises.
are things about Bowling Green they will miss.
"This is our first year," Ostler said. "Assuming
mon interest.
Charles Krainz, accompanied
"I think the thing I'm going to miss most are the that everything works out as we expect it to work
Howard Burton, another by wife Zora and daughter Linda computers," Meyer said. "I'm going to miss having out, this will be a possibility from here on."
GOBA member, said he enjoys DeMayo, said his son-in-law gave my own room, too."
Meyer said the most valuable part of this expemeeting people from all over the him a brochure from Bob Evans
"I'm going to miss my Friday morning golf rience may be what they can bring back to other
world and joined GOBA for his on GOBA a few years ago.
games," French said. "I miss my hair, too. They students in the TESL program.
fifth year because he enjoys bik"When I retired I asked for a made me cut my hair to go teach down there."
"I think one of the nicest things about it is what
ing.
bicycle and they gave it to me
French and Meyer both said they hope to gain we'll bring back, having taught in another country,
"I like to bike," Burton said. and this started," Krainz said.
better cultural understanding and said they are to be able to talk about it with the other graduDuring their expeditions the especially excited to get some practice in their ates," Meyer said.
"This is five years. It's a good
Krainzs said they have met many specialization.
group of people."
"Last year I was teaching English 111 and 112 in
Burton said he enjoys the other cyclists.
After graduation, French said he would like to go
"We've met some of the nicest the English department so this is the first time I'm to Asia to teach for a few years.
scenery and meeting people from
different states and countries. people," Krainz said. "It's a lot of actually going to be teaching English as a second
fun and I hope we can get back language," French said.
"For the last year or so I've been thinking about
next year."
The teaching of English as a second language going to Japan," French said. "I want to learn
and teaching overseas are in high demand in many Japanese."

Photographers Needed

H**W-

for Fall 1993
Must have general
knowledge in photography
and have own equipment.
Applications may be filled
out in 210 West Hall.
For more information, contact The BG News
at 372-6966 or 372-2601.

COME BLOW YOUR HORN
IN A UNIVERSITY BAND
MARCHING BAND/CONCERT BAND/WIND ENSEMBLE

^•••••••••••••••••••••••••*

'Your Music Library"

*

//<

N.W. Ohio's Largest Selection of Compact Discs

by Jennifer Wtltis
staff writer

We hope you are interested in playing in one of
the above bands, and we invite you to STOP BY
THE BAND OFFICE (ROOM 1010, MUSICAL
ARTS CENTER) or telephone 372-2186 before
completing your registration for Fall! There is
plenty of opportunity to continue your participation
in bands. You DO NOT have to be a music major
to play your instrument at BGSU!

*
*
*
*
*

I

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

B

4CT

*

OPEN
*
*

I

128 N. MAIN ST.
DOWNTOWN/B.Q.
Mon. - Thur. 9:00AM - 10:00PM
Fri. -Sat. 9:00AM-12:00AM
Sundays 11:00AM - 7:00PM

SB

RADIOHEAD
Pablo Honey
KMN

m

*

403 S. MAIN ST.
DOWNTOWN. FINDLAY
Mon.-Thur. 9:00AM-10:00PM
Frl.-Sat. 9:00AM- 10:00PM
Sundays 11:00AM - 7:00PM
OtpUot.

£*&*

1

3

i

^HLfc

*■■■■■■■■■ m
*i*0*' EACH ITEMj
w

lorJCD'oorl
pra-f•cordid cactostsoj

AllMhii,OTS&

JVorM.1.. specials
'
excluded) '
*
*

4
*

4

Use this coupon to discover the best
apartments in town. Just sign and present it
to our driver and he'll take you to our office.
* Pick up the Shuttle at B.G.S.U. Lot #17
(Behind the Union) at 9:05a.m., 10:05,
1:05p.m., 2:05, 3:05, 4:05, 5:05.

4
4
*

7/ll/M

*
*

4

44
4*

* ' LENNY
^ KRAW1Z

*

__» - ARE YOU GONN*.
C ^GO MY WAY

ITEM? J
o**oi tbaEACH
purchaoe of

Signs of Summer Fun
>©i!j®i?

@Asat

T

Saturday, July 10 • Only $16.00!
Includes admission & transportation I
Sign-ups in the UAO otlice through July 7.
Space is limited. Student ID required to
purchase tickets.

If "Depart Union Oval 8:30 am, Return to campus
at 12:30 am 'Sponsored by GSS, UAO & WSA

I understand thai I «m riding the shuttle at my own risk.
P©AIB8

UAO Ridgeline Outing Center

Discount Tickets
are available in
the UAO Office.
Only $19.50

We rent tents, backpacks, sleeping
bags and other camping equipment
at affordable week or weekend ralesl
Call 372-2343

(••■BV

OXFORD ENGLAND'S
ROWDIEST NEW BAND.
AWASH IN
TURBULENT GUITARS
AND SLOW BURNING,
*
MIND BLOWING,
*
SOUL SEARCHING
HYSTERIA

tfT YOUR HUD RUDY... IN CAPITOL COMPACT DBCS AND CASSETTES

*

*■■*

•199! EMI RECORDS LTD.

*
*

WINTHROP TERRACE
SHUTTLE

i

*

i
i

DAYS

CHECK OUT OUR APARTMENTS
RIDE THE

M outlay Musicians
Live music in the Union Oval
11:30 am - 12:30 pm

j.
Open Wed. -thru- Sot. fill Summer

Presents...

j.

j.

j

j,

j.

Rainsite - Prout Hall Lounge
•NO PERFORMANCE JULY 5

SNACK ATTACK

Scott < an. ic M
"former lead member with Redcliff"

...Playing Acoustic Covers of the Eagles,
America, Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young,
Originals, and more...

Free Ireals every Wednesday
behind the
Off-Campus Student Center.
Noon unlil gone

(Free
[FlickS
Wednesday Nights
8 pm
Gish Film Theater
Tonight:
Strictly Business
July 7:
The Color Purple

PLANT SALE
Tuesday, July 6 - Thursday, July 8
11 am - 3 pm • Union Oval

I
|

1 or 2 CD's orprorocordtd cinestsoj ♦

.For more info call 372-2343 or stop by 330 Union.

„ , . (All sale ilems & ■ T
Mix or Motel specials excluded) H T
CMpMExtk-ti 7/ll/M

H

jf
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JUNCTION
ft-IV

***
New Menu offering
***»
many different delicious foods
including

«*>

*9*&"

Vegetarian Dishes
! Live ! Entertainment
vSteve H 10pm - 2om All Summer,
upsroirs 19 and over

Sewn on Lerrers
(Nexr doy Service)
All Greek Lerrers
ond Transfers
Film Developing

1 ION. Main St.

352-9222

,900 E. Wooster
If across from Kohl Hail)

T.O's

352-3065

LOFT & REFRIGERATOR
RENTALS Available

GET WHAT YOU WANT

R.E. MANAGEMENT

* Singles * Doubles * Triples

"Quality Off-Campus Housing"

MAXIMISE ALL YOUR
living Space

•841 Eighth St
•733ManvMe
»755ManvilIe
• 777 Manville

• 640 Eighth St.
• 317 N.Main St.
• Campus Manor
(505 Clough)

-313 N. Main Si.
«615 Second St
• Rockledge Manor
(840 & 850 Sixth St.)

with

SPACE SAVORS Inc.
(Across from Mac.West)

$100 OFF

* EDWIN DA REik
*MEANSTREAK*BLACK ONYX*
*BLITZEN*TRIPLE THREAT*RIZZO*

First and Lasts month rent on the 9 and 12 month leases.
Good only on new leases. Mention at time of signing. Offer
expires June 30th

CALL US TODAY
OR STOP IN FOR BROCHURE
M-F 8to5
SAT 10 to 2
352-9302

I II <>M IKS all I USk'

To Order Call 352-5475
405 Thurstin Avenue

'OOO ON SALE .FREE PARKING
NO GLASS' NO KEGS' NO PETS' COOLER MSPECTION AT GATEI
GaM DM « '000 ID
ADVANCE TICKETS-II200
Umc Sum it 1200 Noon
AvaA»b» ■! PortAO* Quan* ind Frnofcfl
Th.Pon»a«QUAKY » tecnM I mu
ruWLrKl? ittun

Space Savors

113 Railroad St.
(next to Kinko's)

106 & tern 61 DC Cto 43402 7

Clothing exchange
&
Design.
Mon.-Sot. 11-6 p.m.

DiBcncdetto's

| Med. 1 item Pizza 11
w/ 2 free Pops

11 inch sub

11 2 Medium 1 item

| Ham, Salami, Provolone | |

PizZQS

Toppings Included

352 - 4663
FREE ALL DAY DELIVERY

: $5.50 :: $3.25 ;: $6.95
I

352-4663

II

352-4663

II

352-4663

I
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Psychic
Readers
Available...

University
Bookstore
(In The Student Services Building)
HOURS:
Monday - Wednesday: 10-5
Thursday - Saturday: 10-9

Call lor an
appointment

Conveniently Located On Campus!

Used and New Textbooks

Taroi Cards

Large Selections of BGSCJ Clothing
Tarot Cards, Crystal Jewery, Carved Candles, Ankle
Bracelets, Metaphysical Items, Gemstone Pouches,
Gemstone Rings, Books
David & Coral Callahan

• SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE
•CHILDREN'S BOOKS
•BESTSELLERS
•PAPERBACKS
•COMPUTER SOFTWARE & SUPPLIES
•MAGAZINES
•CACULATORS

• BGSCJ CLOTHING
•ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES
•FILM & DEVELOPING
•GREETING CARDS
•BGSU IMPRINT ITEMS
•HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
•GIFTS

Store Hours:

7:30-5:00 Mon.-Thurs.
7:30-11:30 Frl.
CLOSED SAT.

Pre-Registration Hours:

7:30-5:00 Mon.-Thurs.
7:30-2:00 Fri.

Phone: 372-2851

J
Shop The Pharm for

WELCOME STUDENTS

Deep, Deeper,
Deepest Discounts
on Summer Fun
Favorites!

Our Urge selection of Greek and DGSU Items
AT

'The Collegiate Connection"
(Across from Mac.West)
Hours:
Mon. STues. 10:00 - 5:30
Wed. &Thurs 10:00-8:00
Fri. 10:00-5:00

The Collegiate Connection
513 Ridge St.
352-8333

Uncle Sam Wants
YOU!

Stop in lo See Va For
All Your Housing

Ifnii

OFF

Foster Grant
Sunglasses

SAVE MOKE THIS WEEK ON COKE!
DIET COKE OR COKE

NEWI9VE

24 PACK - 12 OZ. CANS

and pick up
their local listings
for
Summer
and
Fall
Leases

NEWI9VE
352-5620

50%

• SUNGLASSES • SUNTAN LOTION
• POP • SNACKS • ICE CREAM
• CHARCOAL • FILM • PAPER
PRODUCTS • PICNIC SUPPLIES
• BUG SPRAY • BEACH TOYS
• FIREWORKS & MORE

To find
Rentals

Over 300 ApnrlmcntM
and houses in choose
from.

Stock-up tor the
Fourth of July!

328 S. Main

Rentals

99
«3

THIS SPECIAL PSICE VALID
THROUGH MONDAY. JULY 5TH

Limit 2 please at this special price!

OPEN SUNDAY, JULY 4th, OUR NORMAL HOURS
OPEN MONDAY, JULY 5th, S A.M. to 10 P.M.
OUR PHARMACY Will Of»riM '1 A ft/1

to

r

. f ft/I

at 1044 N. Main street
in Bowling Green!
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WAL*MART
ALWAYS THE LOW PRICE

/I/My*:™
I

7

7

T~

Sidewalk Sale
_L

L

L
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

12pk

8

Coke

Offer good on regular,
classic, diet, or
caffeine free.

%

2AB

Folding
Lawn
Chairs
Variety of Sunbeam
web or tube chairs to
choose from for only:

'7.88

Styrofoam
Coolers

too
10 lb. bag

Kingsford
Charcoal
JL top

'5.88

28-58% 25%
Off

Off at the

Summer Fashions

Garden Center

Clearance on Select
Summer Fashions!

Save 25% on any
Nursery Stock at the
Garden Center.

Also Save on these items:

PATIO FURNITURE • POOLS • BICYCLES • BBQ ITEMS •GRILLS

HOURS
Monday Thru Saturday 7am - 12am
Sunday 8am - 6 pm (reg.houns-9)

1120 South Main Street

| i i i i i i i i rm
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m®($ <§>(? IB)®!] to Bag)?
Then cruise to class with a new
GIANT
Ej

Lflv-fliunv

102 W. Poc fid.
353-8323

AVAIlflBL€

Hours:
8-8 Mon.-fri., 8-5 Sat.

VISfl/MflST€RCflRD

Bowling Green's Most Complete
Dining and Entertainment Establishment

^—

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR

#A%

Large two bedroom furnished apartments
available with:
-walk in closers
-laundry facilities
-builr in bookcases locaredin rhe building
-next ro campus
-memberships offered
for rhe health spa

EASYSTREET

Open 7 Days a Week

Efficiencies, one bedroom and
other two bedrooms available

Fun Food, Fun Times
for Fun People

(office in O/ierrywood Heolthspa)

Downstairs
Extensive menu featuring many unique dishes from appetizers to dinners!
• 45 Sandwiches • 70 Brands of Beer • Homemade Soups
• Spareribs • Steaks • Chops • Seafood
-•was*.
<•.••"""•«
• Fondue • Desserts

Diners Club.
Carte Blanc

104 S. MAIN STREET

Preferred Properties
352-9378

$6.00
Exp. 9-22-93

• Cocktails • Snacks • Salads • Appetizers • Sandwiches • Complete Dinners •
Mexican Food (Mon., Wed.) • Baked Chicken Dinner (Tues)
• Prime Rib (Tues.. Thur., Fri.)
• Smoke-Free Room Available

le^S-^Maill St1352-2595_

T

I

y&uAlUUti,
•s^-ff

?resWn
RrI
Bring your parentts) for a relaxing

|
I

VjulAllWI*
Tf

V*d only «h coupon. Not v«id
««h «h« Comoro E.p.~ 7/3IAJ3

Enjoy our deluxe

/->,.„

SALAD BAR FREE

"Appetizer"

(with the purchase of our famous
Carved Roast Beef Sandwich)
Mon.- Fri. 11a.m. - 2p.m.

J

j&UlAian*.
^

AT

6 GREAT VALUES!

Vila onl,«ilh coupon MM« I
with o»» coupon. E.pin» 7rtl/S3|

Piscinello's

8G's Most Award Winning Pizza
FRCCDCUVCRV 352-5166
Open 1 lam Fri - Sot - Sun/4pm W6€KDRVS

r 1 Hem Pina & 5 Wings'
T 11tem Pizza & Brcadsticks
5 Wings' & Brcadsticks
r 11tem Pizza, Small Salad & 1 Pop
Any Large Sub & 1 Pop
Brcadsticks, Small Salad and 1 Pop
* Your choice of wing style Ex. It on T - 15< ca.

MILD-HOT.BB0

j
I

^YV)/ ABB
bU A) Ur'Jr
(wlth ^.^ purchase)

Vd.donly»«hooupon NMMM
I
'/ZjltAiailX
-nhothwoTMXW. E>pm>. 7I3I«>|^ " ~?

WINGS*

"j

dinner! Buy one complete dinner,
get ^ 2nd dinner for 1/2 OFF

VMo«lyW»c<«wlNoC»lM
a* uh- co«oi«. E»> 7/31W)

^

PIZZA, Inc.

945 S. MAIN
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

352-7571

LARGE PIZZA J 2 Orders off [Any Big Salad
with 1 item
i Breads ticks ,& Cup off Soup

Welcome to BG!

with Prime Rib Dinner
on Thursday Night

faglioi's

3
Great
Summer
Deals

353-0988

Restaurant

r "Free Dessert
„ , _,

8th and High

Your Choice

$3.50!

10-S350 • 20-S600 • 30-$850 • 40-$1000
TRY 'EM, YOU'LL LIKE 'EM • WE DO!

6 MORE GREAT VALUES
9 Large 1 Item Pizzas (ex. it. $1 ca. per pizza)
1 Urge 1 Item Pizza ft 20 WINGS
1 Large 2 Item Pizza ft Small 1 Item Pizza
1 X Large 2 Item Pizza A 10 WINGS
2 Medium 2 Item Pizzas (ex. ft 75< ca. per pizza)
1 Medium 2 Item Pizza ft 20 WINGS
(Offer subject to change)

Vour Choice

$10

.w
J

$5.00

'

$4.00

|

Exp. 9-22-93

I

Exp 9-22-93

Diversions
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Rush room has Local pubs take on a slow summer
the 'right' idea
has become more of a townie
bar," said Jeff Hobbie, owner
and manager of UptownDowntown, 162 N. Main St.,
which sponsors nine softball
Slow.
teams from Bowling Green. "It's
Very.
not as crowded. People in the
Very.
summer are more value consSlow.
There are lots of words for it. cious. They're trying to stretch
their money."
Relaxed. Leisurely. Laggard.
"It's slow. It drops off conEven inert.
No, slow does the job. It's the siderably during the summer.
adjective of choice for the sum- But we've always gotten a pretty
fair mix [of townies and stumer bar scene in Bowling Green.
"It's not as busy, that's for dents]," said Jeff Uhlman, owner
damn sure," said Scott Rood, of Howards Club H, 210 N. Main
manager of Ciub 21,153 E. Woos- St. "We're not really relying on
ter St. "We cut the numbers of one one or the other."
employees in half... We just put a
Vic Pirooz, owner and manager
new patio in the back hoping that of the Easy Street Cafe, 104 S.
would help out a bit."
Main, drops the upstairs weekBowling Green natives. Rood end admittance age during the
said, pick up much of the slack summer - from 21 to 19 - to
left behind from University stu- battle the slow season.
dents gone on a four-month vaca"Summer's just summer," Pirtion.
ooz said. "It's slow. You gotta do
"The townies keep the spirit what you can."
going during the summer," Rood
While the student body populasaid. "We get a lot of them."
tion falls considerably during the
"We noticed the downstairs bar warmer months, several

by Connell Barrett

associate editor

by Klmberly Larson
managing editor
Whether Rush Limbaugh is
one's favorite or least
favorite conservative, residents of Bowling Green now
have the opportunity to listen
to his radio show at two
different places in town.
Quarter's Bar and Grill, located in the Woodland Mall,
and Young's Newsstand, 178
S. Main St., both listen to
Limbaugh's show from noon
to 3 p.m., Monday through
Friday.
Limbaugh seems to be the
newest rage due to his controversial style and abrasive
manner when presenting his
ultra-right conservative
views, according to Quarter's
manager Scott Beaberson. He
said this is the reason Quarter's decided to have a Rush
Room

" When you advertise
something
controversial, like
Rush, people begin
talking about you.
That was our goal."
Scott Beaberson,
Quarter's manager
The Rush Room began June
7, and since it is new to the
restaurant the business has
been slow, Beaberson said.
Lunch "Limbaugh specials"
are promoted at the restaurant in the Rush Room, he
said.
"We put political names before the specials for the people ordering in the Rush
Room," Beaberson said.
"People in the other room get
the normal specials."
Those who choose to dine in
Quarter's Rush Room do so
specifically to hear Limbaugh
on the radio, according to a
waitress who works at Quarter's.

"We get a mixed crowd in
here, and they've had a mixed
response [toward Limbaugh]," she said. "There are
some people who come just to
hear Rush Limbaugh speak."
Although Quarter's may
seem to be promoting Limbaugh, it actually is taking no
political stance, Beaberson
said.
"It's strictly an economic
thing," he said. "It is not a political statement on our part.
When you advertise something controversial, like
Rush, people begin talking
about you. That was our
goal."
However, Bryan Young,
owner of Young's Newsstand,
said his business does promote Limbaugh.
"I've sold about 60 of his
books since we started listening to the show in here," he
said. "We will sell his video
cassettes, and his new book, 'I
Told You So," when it comes
out."
Young also receives Limbaugh's newsletter, and gives
copies of it to some of his customers.
Young said his business
started the original Rush
Room in January 1991, during
the heart of the Persian Gulf
war.
"We started it, and we've
gotten the most flack for it,"
He said the newsstand does
not have a large crowd during
Limbaugh's radio show because his business is not a
full-fledged eatery.
"We do have about four or
five regulars who come in
specifically to listen to Rush
speak," he said.
He said he does not advertise his business' Rush Room
because he feels he has
received enough flack from
people about his promotion of
Limbaugh.
"I didn't want to put ads in
the paper because with the
liberal enclave at the University, I'd probably get shot,"
Young joked.

thousand students are still taking
classes, meaning, many would
think, that the business fall off
wouldn't be extreme. But they
have other things on their mind,
according to Pirooz.
"[A lot of] the student population in summer school are going
to graduate, so they're real serious about their school ... and the
classes go real fast, so they have
to keep up," he said.
And instead of coming together
in the Bowling Green bars for a
big post-graduation party, Pirooz
said, most of the outgoing students are in too much of a hurry.
"Boom! They're gone."
Due to the dearth of students,
many of the town taverns go to
extreme lengths to keep drawing
them in.
Anchored by early-80s night,
weekdays have always been
strong at Uptown - even through
the summer. But for weekends,
they've pulled a Banner Mattress
and cut many prices in half, give
or take.
"We just started a new special
with reduced prices," Hobbie
said. Thursday to Saturday, Uptown dropped pitcher prices to a
$1.50 and drafts to 25 cents. Well
drinks are 50 cents. '"And
Wednesdays upstairs we have
free pizza that usually gets us a
small crowd."
Then there's Downtown on
Tuesdays. Maybe what all potential bar patrons want to see is
competitive crustaceans.
"We have a big barrel of Hermit crabs. You pick one, name it
... and they race. We've had [crab
races] for for 3 or 4 years now,
and it's worked pretty well."
The middle of the week can be
the toughest time to draw a

crowd. Wednesdays can pull in a
good number at Club 21. "Wednesdays [are busiest ]because we
have rap and dance music," Rood
said.
Easy Street specializes in live
entertainment, relying on rock
V roll to attract the scarce
summer numbers.
"We have a reputation for the
bands," Pirooz said, who tries to
bring in at least one good name a
week. "[A couple weeks ago] we
had a blues band, and it was full.
So it all depends. If I didn't have
the bands, then I'd have to gear
toward something else."
Like out of season holidays, for
one.
"We have St. Patrick's Day on
July 23," Pirooz said. " We have
green bells, and we do the whole
shot... and we do some giveaway
things. Whatever it takes."
Club 21 relies on the band
scene, too.
"We'll work with different
bands," Uhlman said. "We drop
them down. Instead of playing
during the week, we'll mostly
just schedule weekends. They
don't play as many nights."
Owners and managers crave
for an end to the warm weather,
when barbecues and volleyballs
are replaced with pencils and
notebooks ... and the need to get
out and toss back a few. And
business usually begins picking
up, just a bit, by July's end.

The local watering holes, slow
times and all, take it as a challenge.
"There's a lot of summer competition to be the big summer
bar. It's a lot more competitive
[now] than during the school
year."

& mtu %ifi
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DOWNTOWN SLOWDOWN: Downtown is one of many local watering
holes trying to survive the sluggish summer season.
For the Price of a Movie
Show Times:
Wed & Thurs: 8PM
Fri 4 Sat:

NOW APPEARING
Ifrari Curvei*

«

Quality You Can Afford"

COLLEGE NIGHT!

"i&&-L^V/

«A

I

I 5319 Heattierdowns Toledo
- Raxarvatlons Suggutad 887-8041 ^.^.w ..^.u*.^,
I 24 Hour Info
Una 867-8040 ^^^^with Not
this
ad & student ID I
^^^^^ ^^^^^
valid for Bpeaal shows

Recycled Children's Clothes
Maternity Wear. Nursery Furniture
Toys & Accessories
101 N. Main Si.
Bowling Green.
OH 43402

353-kids

M&F 10-8
T-W-Th 10-5
Sal. 10-4

BUCKLE UP!
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

University Bookstore
(In The Student Services Building)
Conveniently Located On Campus!

Gsed and New Textbooks
Large Selections of BGSG Clothing

BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUY
IS IN CLASS.
Excitement and adventure is the course description,
and Army ROTC is the name It's the one college
elective thai builds your self-confidence, develops
your leadership potential and helps you take on the
challenge* of command.
There's no obligation until your junior year, to
there'i no reason not to try it out right now.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE TOO CAN TARE.

TAKE MILITARY SCIENCE 101 THIS SEMESTER
2 elective credit hours • Interesting exciting training • No obligation

CONTACT ARMY ROTC • 372-2476

•SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE
•CHILDREN'S BOOKS
• BEST SELLERS
•PAPERBACKS
•STUDY AIDS
•MAGAZINES
•CALCULATORS

£&
Phone:372-2851

•BGSG CLOTHING
•ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES
•FILM & DEVELOPING
•GREETING CARDS
• BGSG IMPRINT ITEMS
•HEALTH & BEAGTY AIDS
•GIFTS

Store Hours:

7:30-5:00 Mon.-Thurs.
7:30 -1:00 Fri
CLOSED SAT.
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Different kid, same premise
John Hughes does it again...and again...and again
by Connell Barrett
associate editor

As soon as you see Chistopher
Lloyd's dirty, crusty grin, you
know the movie's a wash.
Which is too bad, because
"Dennis the Menace" dedicates a
good portion of time to Dennis
(Mason Gamble) getting into all
sorts of neat monkey shines,
most of which involve the unintentional terrorizing of Mr. Wilson (Walter Matthau).
Dennis tries nursing Mr. Wilson back to health with an aspirin
... sure, he shoots it down the old
crank's throat with a sling-shot,
but the kid's just trying to help.
And when the rascal's unintenionally flung paint ball lands in
the barbecue grill (don't ask),
Mr. Wilson ends up chewing on a
Dutchboy burger.
He screams, grunts, complains
and fusses, but deep down the
crabby Mr. Wilson is quite fond
of Dennis. They have a wonderfully antagonistic relationship,
making it a shame that director
Nick Castle and screenwriter
John Hughes allow the movie to
degenerate so rapidly from a
tender comedy to an absurd
"Home Alone 3: Lost in the Funnies."
Lloyd plays the bad guy.
Switchblade Sam, taken directly
from the "Home Alone" series
and placed here for one reason to give Dennis a foil at the film's
end. You think those films are
contrived? Look out.
But at least they're about Macauley Culkin's Kevin running all
around his house/New York to
drop large, sharply angled objects on the bad guys. "Menace"
is about a sweet yet troublemaking kid and his relationship with
his cantankerous next door
neighbor ... but then the kid
whoops, runs into the bad guy

and has to drop large, sharply leaving the screen.
And in the just-picking-up-aangled objects on the bad guy.
But here's John Hughes' idea paycheck-mode is the extremely
of a subtle difference. While Ke- talented Paul Winfield, wasted as
vin is purposely, even dastardly the police chief, his only function
using Joe Pesci's groin region for arresting Switchblade Sam at the
target practice in the "Alone" end of the movie.
flicks, Dennis innocently and
"Menace" is in desperate need
inadvertantly commits all sorts of more Mr. Wilson. And Matthau
of physical assaults on Chris- gives a great try, playing every
topher Lloyd - like tying him up little kid's cranky neighbor and
(accident) feeding him a metal doing it with wit, charm and
key (mistake) stabbing him in the comedic bravado. And, come to
rear with a switchblade (sorry!) think of it. Gamble - chosen to
play Dennis from thousands of
and setting him on fire (zoiks!).
would-be pesks in a nation-wide
search - is swell as Dennis.
"John Hughes allows
And kids will undoubtedly enthe cartoon-like violence. We
the movie to degenerate joy
know Dennis is never really in
so rapidly from a tender jeopardy. But Lloyd's Switchblade Sam, while probably not
comedy to an absurd
too frightening or intense for
'Home Alone 3: Lost in
most kids, doesn't set much of an
example.
the Funnies'... [He] is
Sam is a greasy, homeless
dangerously close to
criminal invading a snow white
suburban neighborhood. What's
turning the word
to stop the average eight-year'cliche' into a cliche."
old from assuming that all homeless people aren't out to abduct
innocent kids like Dennis? Again,
Hughes drops the ball.
Only the Dennis/Mr. Wilson
It's hard to screw up a film
relationship comes anywhwere when the two most important
close to staying faithful to Hank roles are so successfully, so
Ketcham's comic strip on which charmingly acted. But Hughes
the film is based. Dennis' arch- pulled it off. He's obviously gorival, Margaret, is sort of cute ing through another cinematic
for a while, but Hughes gives her phase, just like his teen-angst
a galactically obnoxious lisp and phase ("Breakfast Club,") and
turns what was Ketcham's voice his all too brief good-movie phase
of female reason into nothing ("Planes, Trains and Automomore than a minor annoyance biles").
(the script was obviously written
Now it's the cute-kid-beats-theby a boy).
baddies phase, and it's getting
And Dennis' mom and dad (Lea dull fast. Hughes is dangerously
Thompson and Robert Stanton) close to turning the word "cliare nothing more than cardboard che" into a cliche.
cutouts, obviously selected for
their resemblance to the parents
from the comic. Their dialogue
"Dennis the Menace" is playing at Woodland Mall's Cinemark
consists mainly of uttering the
phrase, "Oh, Dennis!" and then Five.

'DENNIS' THE MESS: Oscar Gamble is Macauley Culkinesque Dennis Mitchell, precocious lad desfined to wreak unintentional havoc for grownups everywhere (like Walter Matthau's Mr. Wilson) but
will only satisfy 'Home Alone' fans thirsty for more violence.

Classifieds
SutVeaser needed. $i65/mo. plus utilities.
Close lo campus. Om\ room. Call 823-7561.
leave message.

CAMPUS EVENTS
REMINDS R:Oulstandtng classified staff award
nominations are due Wednesday, June 30th by
5:00. Send to P.O. Box 91. Any questions or
additional information, contact Trina Hagemyer, Committee Chair, 372-2161.

SERVICES OFFERED

HELP WANTED

1983 Chevy Celebrity
Good running car.
Call 352 6582
1985 Fiero - Black Beauty with wing.
MusiSMIII
691-6171.

WANTED
Housemate wanted. Non-smoker.
Ourn room. $150 plus ubliDes.
Lance 655- 3064.

2 bdrm. furnished 4 person house within 1
block of campus. 1 year lease. (Aug.-Aug.).
Call 352-7454.

401-407 SOUTH ENTERPRISE: 1 8 2 bdrm
unfum Patio. Quiet apts. Call Newlove Rental
352-5620.

QUIET NEIGHBORHOOD: 1 bedroom unfurnished apartments - near City Park. Call
Newlove Rental 352-5620
Rooms avail, in BG home. Grad students pret.
For Wo. call 352-1631 or 354-6701, leave
message.
314 E. EVERS: Quiet 2 bdrm. lower duplex.
Unfum. Lg. yard. Next to Elem. School. Call
Newlove Rental 352 5620.

and deposit.

Call 372-7496 for details

Carty Rentals ■ 352-7365
Single rooms for male students
Near campus, with cooking privileges.
2 bdrm. apt. near campus.
School year or 12 mo. leases
Office 316 E. Marry «3. or call for appt.

Rapid
ingestion of alcohol
can result in illness,
coma or
death.

16 N. Huron
Toledo. Oh. 43604
Phone
(419) 255-7769 or
1-800 589-6005

Show Times:
Wed & Thurs: 8PM
Fri
* Sat: 8 & 10:30PM

I

$2 OFF

I

I Coupon Expires Fri. July 2,1993
| 5319 Heather-down! Toledo
Not valid for Special Shows
1 Coupon per parson
^^ Not valid w/o
w/olher specials

Your Potential

Market research has shown that
The BG News is read by more
than 90% of our potential
readers on any given day.

. For the Price of a Movie |
?>£*.

709 FIFTH: 2 bdrm unfum. 2 baths. Dishwa
sher. AC. Beautiful apts. Call Newlove Rental
352-5620.

There is no better or more cost effective
way to reach the BGSU market with
information about your goods or
services, your group or event
than with The BG News.

Abortion through
20 weeks
Morning after
treatment
Caring Friend or
Relative allowed
for Personal
support.

Mac SE or Plus $50.00
for summer. Plus tax

520 EAST REED: Across from campus. Lg. 2
bdrm. fum. Newly painted, paddle fan. Avail.
tor Fal Call Newtovo Rental 352 5620

REA

ICENTER FOR CHOICE

I 24 Hour Info Uni 887-9040

309 HIGH: 2 bdrm. fum close to campus.
FREE HEAT. WATER, SEWER Washer/dryer in Nog. Call Newlove Rental
352-5620.

801-803 FIFTH: 2 bdrm. (urn. 8 unfum. FREE
HEAT, WATER, SEWER Washer/dryer In
bldg. Call Newlove Rentall 352-5620.

FOR RENT

Macs for Rent

■ marnOmtanuM 887-9041

117 NORTH MAIN: Above downtown business. One bdrm. unlum. Dishwasher. Washer/dryer in bldg. Call Newlove Rental
352-5620.

Large fum. 1 bdrm. apartment
Utilities 8 cable included.
$400 per month. 354-7257, leave message.

1 &2bdrm. furnished apts.
9 mo. & 1 yr leases
352-7454

ISi*a«I Carver

FALL RENTALS
All With Super Locations
Call 354-2260

-MOVING SALE"' 465 S. Summit f 46
Dollar Specials on dishes, glasses, mugs, &
cassette tapes. Also, floor pillows, furniture,
coolers. Fn. 1-5, Sat. 2-6.

Summer Tanning Speoal' 11 lor $20; monthly-25. 3 month - unlimited $49.00. Payments
available. 352-7889

■ fVOW APPEA KIIVG

228 SOUTH COLLEGE: Close to Campus. 1
bdrm. unfum. A fcim. apt. Free heat, water A
sewer. CaN Newlove Rentals 352-5620.

June Special for Fall Rentals
$100 of first month's rent
Sop by the office to see our beautiful and spacious 2 bedroom furnished apartments
Must bring this ad lor great savings
Village Green Apartments
480 Lehman Ave. «118 (office)
354-3533

FOR SALE

PERSONALS

B»»'*»*i

114 SOUTH MAIN: Above downtown business. One bdrm. unfum. Washer/dryer in bldg.
Call Newlove Rental 352-5620.

Volunteers Needed to help
The Alliance tor tie Menially II of Wood
County. 1 or 2 htsftvk Call John 352 8189

WORD PROCESSING - Will type resumes,
term papers, dissertations on laser printer.
Reasonable 8 dependable 352-6705 (9-9).

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: M. W SINGLESTENNIS - JUNE 24; C 4-PLAYER SAND
VOLLEYBALL - JUNE 28: M. W. C ULTIMATE
FRISBEE - JUNE 29: OFFICE HOURS: 9
AM-12:30 P.M. MONDAY. TUESDAY.
THURSDAY AND 9-11 30AM FRIDAY.

JOHN NEVfVLOVE REAL ESTATE
319E WoosterSt
(across from Taco Bell)

No other newspaper, radio or
TV station can make that
claim. No other medium
is even close.

THE BG NEWS

So reach your business or service
potential with The BG News.
Call 372-2606 for help with
your advertising needs.

